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Save 15% by buying a D'D Player kit! The OKM player kit includes the Player Handbook and Xanathar Guide throughout the fully transformed and ready for your Roll20 game! Explore a host of new rule options for both players and Dungeon Masters in this add-on for the greatest role-playing game in the world. Watching Xanathar - Waterdeep's most infamous crime lord - is known to stash information
about a friend and foe alike. Watching the owner catalogues knowledge of adventurers and ponders techniques to thwart them. His twisted mind imagines that he might end up recording everything! Xanathar's guide to all over at Roll20 offers the following new rules and story options: more than twenty-five new subclasses for character classes in the Player's Handbook, including Cavalier for Fighter, Circle
of Dreams for The Druids, Horizon Walker for Ranger, Curious for Rogue, and More. All of this is integrated directly into the Roll20 Charactermancer, which now supports alignment. Dozens of new spells to drag and drop directly onto your character sheet. A collection of racial exploits, and a system to give your character a randomized backstory. Underworld Speculation, an introductory adventure for Level
3 characters, is transformed into a full Roll20 countertop, backed by dynamic lighting and Advanced Fog War. This adventure is also available for Plus and Pro subscribers without buying. Comes with seven ready-to-play characters, each of which highlights Xanathar's guide throughout the subclass. A bonus package of character assets, including tokens and artistic handouts for dragging and falling on the
table or any of the character sheets. A variety of tools that provide Dungeon Masters with fresh ways to use traps, magical items, downtime activities, and more - all designed to enhance the OCG campaign and push it in new directions. Amid all this material expansion, Xanathar offers strange observations about what his eyes happen to be a glimpse. Pray that they do not come to rest on you. Beauty and
guile in the eye of the beholder! Have a question? We have the answers! I bought a compendium, what now? Now you can access all the information, rules and knowledge from the Xanathar Guide to Everything in the Compendium app, as well as on the Roll20 web collection. You'll also have access to character creation options from Xanathar's Guide to Everything in Charactermancer. What is the
character sheet I should use? All Wizards Coast licensed content on Roll20 uses Dungeons and Dragons Roll20 sheet. How do I access the character asset package? You can find the contents of the character asset package in the Roll20 Art Library. You can quickly find them in your art library under the Premium Assets marketplace Purchases' Xanathar Guide to the Whole Character Assets Pack. Can
pull tokens and art directly on the game board, and drag any of the art directly onto your character sheet by clicking edit on Bio and Info tab drag art directly to the AVATAR section. How can I access an introductory adventure? To access the Underworld Speculation module, go to the Create a New Game page and select this module in the Optional: Select Module section on the right. What is compendium
Sharing and how to use it? Go beyond manual sharing by activating Compendium Sharing in games of your choice. This option allows you to automatically share all the contents of the purchased Roll20 compendiums (rule books, bestiaries, etc.) with players in your game. It also opens up all of your Charactermancer support features to your players. To activate Compendium Sharing, go to the game
settings and install Share my compendium with players? YES. The restrictions apply and are set out in the Compendium Sharing article. I think there's something wrong with my compilation! What do I do? If you have any technical issues with Xanathar's management on all issues, please let us know at the Help Center. DDD, Xanathar Guide throughout, Dungeons and Dragons, their logos, and The
Wizards of the Coast are owned by Wizards of Coast LLC. ©2018 Wizards. All rights are reserved. I can only be used with Roll20; can't be downloaded. License: Roll20 End-User Licensing Agreement (personal use only, don't distribute) - All Access Vault Enabled You and your players can export existing characters from other games to this game using the Character Sanctuary feature. More Thanks for
buying Xanathar Guide around! Please report any bugs or game issues below. Now what? Now you can see all the Xanathar Guide to all the content in the Roll20 Compendium, both in the app and on the site. For more information on how to use Roll20 Compendium, check out The Wiki Compendium. What is the character sheet I should use? All Wizards Coast licensed content on Roll20 uses D and D 5e
on Roll20 sheet. When you create a new Roll20 game that you're going to use with Xanathar's guide to everything, be sure to choose nbsp; D and D 5e by Roll20 nbsp;as your character sheet in the game Setting page for full compatibility. How do I access Roll20 Charactermancer for this content? For all things Charactermancer, please check out Charactermancer Wiki. For any Charactermancer errors,
please report them to the Charactermancer bug thread. For any content-specific issues (War Magician should not have two weapons fighting!) please post them here. How do I access the character asset package? You can find the contents of the character asset package in the Roll20 Art Library. You can quickly find them in your art library according to Premium Assets (Premium Assets) and Marketplace
Purchases (USA) and Xanathar's Guide to Everything Character Asset Pack. You can pull out the tokens and directly on the game board, and drag any of the art directly to your character sheet by clicking edit on the Bio And Information tab and dragging the art directly directly AVATAR. How can I access an introductory adventure? To access the Underworld Speculation module, go to the Create a New
Game page and select this module in the Optional: Select Module section on the right. What is compendium Sharing and how to use it? Go beyond manual sharing by activating Compendium Sharing in games of your choice. This option allows you to automatically share all the contents of the purchased Roll20 compendiums (rule books, bestiaries, etc.) with players in your game. It also opens up all of your
Charactermancer support features to your players. To activate Compendium Sharing, go to the game settings and install Share my compendium with players? YES. The restrictions apply and are set out in the Exchange Wiki Collection. I'm only able to help with the Xanathar Guide to all the content through this topic. Thank you so much for helping you get bug reports in the right teams! Xanathar's current
guide to all known issues: Barbarian - The Way of the zelota: Bonus Fury Damage is added to your sheet and checked, but sometimes will not be added to your injury list. Remove and re-check damage modifiers to get them to apply. Fighter - Arcane Archer: Arcane shot damage modifiers will not be updated with an increase in damage at level 18. Fighter - Samurai: Elegant Courtier won't let you choose
between intelligence or Charisma saving throws if you already have knowledge of wisdom-saving throws. (also refers to The Darkness Stalker), Monk - Kensei Way: Currently, Kensei Weapons does not allow you to choose the type of weapon from the list, instead you enter in types of weapons manually. This will not add skill to this weapon. More quality support for this feature should come in a future
update. Rogue - Scout: The initiative is set for advantage, but the advantage does not roll. Sorcerer - Heavenly: Divine Soul: will not support the replacement of the divine magic spell (can still be replaced by hand). Prodigy feat - offers no options to choose the skills, language and skill of the instrument or experience. General: Stacking multiple initiative modifiers (such as War Wizard and Swashbuckler)
applies only one of them. General: If you change the manual change attribute (not through Charactermancer), the skills bonuses gained from subclasses will not be updated. Spells: Some spells can't roll damage properly - This should be fixed on Wednesday (1/16). Any reports of strange spell behavior after this time are appreciated. Spells: Paid Dead - The choice of bone damage in the spell is not
currently supported. Spells: Ice Knife - Won't prompt for a higher level thrown because of secondary damage while escalating to die. An investigation is under way. Related Charactermancer Famous Problems When Character Sheet Popped, Charactermancer Creator Won't Be Completed and Level can't get past slide features. Please use Charactermancer when the window has not popped out. Now all I
need is DMG and I'll be installing pretty on Roll20! :D Thank you thank you All the hard work! Well done! Thank you! I tried to create the game using the Underworld Speculation module, but there is no image to play. Sr.K - If you create a new game is it with the same error? Thanks :) @Ice Knife - The cold damage from Ice Knife doubles in damage as well as the crit in your version, but it shouldn't, as this
part is tied to save. @Dragon Breath - nbsp;Dragon Breath lists the range of touches (which is required for casting a spell), but also the roll damage. Damage is inflicted in a 15-foot cone. It wouldn't be wise to have that 15ft. cone in the description somewhere? Trivia said: Senior K - If you create a new game is it with the same mistake? Thank you :) No, it's all settled now. Thank you! Hello Cohen! Dragon
Breath has had its range updated, please let me know if it is helpful. I check with Dev on how best to deal with the damage to Ice Knife, this is the first spell that has had these specific customs, so that secondary damage is not treated differently. We may not currently be able to handle critical damage exceptions, etc. Cohen - In order for the spell to no longer show critical damage on the secondary damage
of the Ice Knife, you can do the following (or ask your players to do so): Set the CRIT field secondary damage to 0 to make it exit no damage to the crit @Trivia - Oh yes, I know that and did it in my own version before Xanathar was available. Just haven't been in the case for your version yet. The only problem I have is I bought a compendium and the game settings are not featured on my game (that I'm a
player on) to share the content with friends. I believe that you should be the creator of the game to share your shopping compendium on it: Buying Compendium Extension yes, looks just like this. Vicky is poorly worded, but good. Instead, I'll give it to the grandmaster. That was the first page I grabbed. This page (associated with the first link) describes it more fully. If you need a refund or have a gift
problem, contact team@roll20.net. The Compendium Exchange spells Tidal Wave from Xanathar's Guide to Everything, also on the sorcerer's spell list, but the spell in Roll20 compendium only lists druids and wizards as classes capable of abandoning it. Danielle - Thank you! This spell has been updated to add to the Sorcerer :) Just head up, the Primal Savagery cantrip is listed as acidic damage in the
description! Just make a sorcerer, and when choosing Chaos Bolt's Charactermancer, I don't get a description of the spell, I just get prompted to buy the Guild Guide in Ravnica. The same thing happens when you search for a spell on the Compendium. I can still add a spell and use it as I have an XGTE and it's on there, but figured I'd report a tip for Ravnica's Charactermancer over XGTE. Anthony - Acid
has been added to the damage for Primal Savagery Inkcharm - Thanks for this report, it be fixed now! :) I don't seem able to access any of the Xanathar content compendium content in my game on server, and I wasn't sure if it was by design or if I was missing the settings. nbsp; I have access to Xanathar items in my art library (and man, it's a big bonus! nbsp; thank you!), and I can access things in games
on the production server, but if I'm searching for something in my development server games, it doesn't show up. I am the creator of the game, and the Xanathar guide was purchased from my own account. Hi Sarah - We currently don't carry a shopping history from users on the Dev server. The intended use of the Dev server is not for standard play, but testing features and providing early access to Pro
users like you. Having a PHB (or any other Marketplace content) temporarily on the Dev server is designed to give a sneak peek into Charactermancer's capabilities, but won't be permanently available. That being said, thank you for posting that you would like to have access to this content on Dev Server! It's useful for the team to know. Gotcha! nbsp; Thanks for this response, Trivia.'nbsp; It makes sense. I
can still only choose Acolit. I bought it, believing it would add more because the prefabricated characters have a background. If you have purchased any of the supported compendiums, you should have backgrounds from it available. I don't believe that Xanathar's management had any new backgrounds in it, however. Although. xanathar's guide to everything roll20
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